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**Historical Society of Pennsylvania Treasures Collection** (30 records)

- John Dunlap printing of the Declaration of Independence, 1776
- Central High School, Philadelphia
- Emancipation Proclamation, Copy 1
- William Penn portrait by Francis Place, undated
- Tobias Lear diary, containing details of George Washington's illness and death, 1799-1801
- Emancipation Proclamation, Copy 2
- Star-Spangled Banner manuscript, 1814
- Resolution of Non-Importation Made by the Citizens of Philadelphia
- Edmund Randolph draft of the United States Constitution
- United States Constitution first manuscript draft by James Wilson, 1787
- Jacob Broom draft of the United States Constitution, 1787
- United States Constitution second manuscript draft by James Wilson, 1787
- Pinckney Resolutions James Wilson second draft of the United States Constitution
- Constitution of the United States printed in the Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser, September 19, 1787
- United States Constitution Dunlap and Claypool Official Printed Edition
- Deed between William Penn and the Delaware Indians, 1682
- Philadelphia Central High School for Boys and Pennsylvania State Arsenal daguerreotype, 1839
- Hannah Penn portrait by Francis Place, undated
- Andrew Hamilton's freedom box, 1735
- New Constitution, of the United States of America
- Declaration of Independence: First Newport printing by Solomon Southwick
- Andrew Hamilton certificate of appreciation from the Mayor of New York, 1735
- Ezra Otis Kendall daguerreotype, 1839
- Artikel des Bundes, 1778 [Articles of Confederation]
- Reading copy of United States Constitution: second manuscript draft by James Wilson
- James Forten portrait, 1818
- Michelangelo Buonarroti contract with Pope Leo X, 1508 [Latin]
- Dolley Madison miniature portraits, undated
- Washingtoniana case